Rim ES - Electric Signal
Dwg #: 101379  Advantex (SS)
104600  Advantex (AL)
101800  Value Series

Tools Required
Jewelers (Small) Screwdriver

Advantex/Value Series product consists of two switches:
1) PushPad/LBM (Latch Bolt Monitor) monitors the pushpad and the deadlocking actuator in the latchbolt. PushPad/LBM Switch *Normally Open held closed (Door Secure).

2) Authorized (Auth) Access Switch is activated by operating outside trim.

CUSTOMER WIRING

* PushPad/LBM Switch
Authorized Access Switch

Theory of Operation:
- Door Closed - Deadlocking actuator activates PushPad/LBM Switch. Authorized Access Switch is not affected.
- Door Closed - Depressing the PushPad changes the state of the PushPad/LBM Switch. Authorized Access Switch is not affected.
- Door Closed - Authorized Access Switch is activated by operating outside trim. As the latchbolt begins to retract, the PushPad/LBM Switch is also activated.

For device installation videos, scan code below or go to detex.com
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